The Olympus® II Lockbox Mail Sorting Solution

The Most Advanced Solution for Your Remittance Mail

When the Checks Arrive...Trust Pitney Bowes

Upgrade now and get faster, more refined sorting

The Olympus® II Lockbox Mail Sorting Solution gives you unparalleled handling and sorting of all your remittance mail – at processing speeds up to 56,000 pieces an hour. Now you can enhance productivity and save time and money with automated lockbox processing for the most efficient processing of valuable incoming payments.

Maximize productivity and cost savings

With Pitney Bowes’ exclusive automated database generation software, you’ll maximize savings by eliminating burdensome manual database maintenance. And, by intelligently using customer-supplied database constraints, you’ll automate the optimization of your sort plans and minimize the number of passes needed to sort your mail. You can even ensure that high-value payments are out-sorted on the first pass. And, there’s no limit to the number of sort destinations.

It’s the ultimate in processing power

With the Olympus® II Lockbox Mail Sorting Solution, you can speed the flow of incoming payments and renewals with industry leading OCR technology that reads PO Box numbers, Vanity Addresses, ZIP + 4®, POSTNET barcodes, Departments, Company Names – or your own individual requirements. And, our exclusive Read-Write™ handwriting OCR solution can even recognize and sort remittance mail addressed by hand – a Pitney Bowes pioneered solution.

Additionally, it allows all mail processing data to be available electronically in a central location which significantly increases the accuracy of processing metrics.

Olympus® II Lockbox: The right features, the best benefits

- **Optical Character Recognition** – Provides advanced OCR technology for high read rates and efficient sorting
- **Read-Write™ Handwriting OCR** – Reads addresses written in handprint, cursive handwriting and machine print to reduce lookup and sorting costs for processing remittance mail
- **Automated Database Generation** – Ensures high-value payments are outsorted for special handling and adherence to deadline based sort criteria
- **Inline Selective Letter Opener** – Reduces the number of required shop floor processing steps. Selectively opens individual lockbox envelopes per your unique configurable parameters
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- **Customizable Automated Tray Tags** – Easily keeps track of trays of mail and required processing destination
- **System Reports** – Provides machine processing and lockbox volume reports to effectively monitor mail room efficiency
- **Data Connectivity** – Allows real time access to machine processing data for internal reporting and mail integrity solutions

- **Image Archiving** – Drives shop floor and customer facing integrity solutions
- **LMPTI Solutions** – Also available as an upgrade that's fully compatible with your existing Lockheed Martin PTI sorting hardware

Make your mailroom a showcase of productivity

The attractive design and low noise levels of the Olympus® II Multi-Tier blend well in any corporate mailroom. With its configurable footprint, it can squeeze into tight spots – even around corners – to meet your current and future floor plan requirements. Its reduced footprint also improves sweeper performance by better than a multiple of two.

The Olympus® II Lockbox Solution sorts all kinds of mail – postcards, remittance envelopes and letters – in pocket configurations of up to 480, giving you the most efficient sorting solution.

Its removable stacker pockets enable easy pocket maintenance with minimal downtime. And, LCD displays are located in stacker pockets for easy viewing by operators, minimizing operational errors.

**Pitney Bowes service – the industry benchmark**

Pitney Bowes has been the leader in innovative, flexible, efficient sorting solutions and mail technology for more than 80 years. Our 24/7 nationwide support and highly trained professionals ensure you get the support you need when you need it. And our systems' remote diagnostics will expedite the troubleshooting process, keeping your operation running at peak efficiency.

It goes without saying that we're committed to helping you stay ahead of the technology curve and maximizing your ROI today and tomorrow.

For more information, call us today at 800-983-9368 or visit us on the Web at www.pbdmt.com.

Pitney Bowes is a leader in end-to-end integrated mail and document solutions. Our leading-edge hardware, software and services can help you grow revenue, cut costs and strengthen customer loyalty, to drive your long-term profitability.
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